Svetlana Cojocaru
(in honour of her 60th anniversary)

Our colleague, Vice Editor-in-Chief of the Computer Science Journal of Moldova and director of the Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science of Academy of Sciences of Moldova, dr.hab. Svetlana Cojocaru accomplishes in July a beautiful age. All her career is linked to the Institute, where she came after graduating from State University of Moldova, reaching today the head of the institute. She is known as a profound scientist, with extensive interests in computer science and mathematics.

Even at the first steps of research she achieved important results, which find their application today too. She is an honest person, friendly and well-wishing. We are confident that these qualities have helped her to become a recognized leader in the domains that she professes.

At editorial board’ call several colleagues from different countries presented papers to form an edition dedicated to Mrs.dr.hab. Svetlana Cojocaru. To our gladness, there have been so many papers and they are so good, that we decided to publish them in two consecutive numbers (N2 and N3, V.20, 2012).

We address cordial greetings to our colleague and wish her new achievements and successes.

Editorial board of the "Computer Science Journal of Moldova"